
DLP #41
1. Timbuktu Im sure you’ve herd of it is a really 

city in the african countrie of Mali.

2. The Raven is the title of a Poem writed by the 
american author Edgar Allen Poe.



DLP #42

1. Adult male tiggers way about four hundred 20 
pounds and is approximately 10 feet long.

2. Quasimodo is the central character in the 
Hunchback Of Notre Dame. A novel wrote by 
Victor Hugo.



DLP #43
1. The blues is a kind of sad slow music that 

diveloped between african americans in the 
Southern United States.

2. Cathedrals are large, impressive christion
churches. With high arch’s domed ceilings and 
stained glass windows.



DLP #44

1. The use of the term cool to mean somthing excellent 
growed in the 1960’s.

2. At the turn of the twenty-first century more than 
fifty % of women age 25 to fifty-four were working 
outside the home.



DLP #45
1. Johnny appleseed was the nickname of an american

pioneer and folk hero. Who’s real name is John 
Chapman.

2. sum scientists believe that our home galaxy the 
milky way is about 12,000,000,000 years old.



DLP # 46

1. The Civil War came to an end in 1865 when 
Robert E Lee surrenders to Ulysses S Grant at 
appomattox Court House in Virginia.

2. Tara and myself learned that a mirage is a 
optical allusion. Occurs in the dessert, in the 
artctic, and sometimes above hot pavement.



DLP #47
1. Abraham Lincoln begun the gettysburg address 

by saying, fourscore and seven years ago, . . .

2. Flourescent light bulbs last thirteen times more 
long then regular incandescent bulbs.



DLP #48
1. Taiwan is a mountainous island that lays 90 miles off the coast of 

china in the south china sea, it is one of the high tech capitols of the 
world.

2. The Talmud is a collection of jewish laws, and scholarly 
interpretations of they’re meanings, it includes the books of 
genesis, exodus, leviticus, numbers, and deuteronomy.



DLP #49

1. Some tarantulas live more than 20 years grow large 
enough to eat small birds. And inject enuf poison 
into a victim to kill them.

2. Wild tea plants may grow as high as 30 feet but 
commercial tea plants were pruned to stay about 
three feet tall.



DLP #50
1. 3,000,000 Americans fighted in the Civil War and 

600,000 died in it.

2. Abraham Lincoln were the first prominint leader in 
American History to favor giving woman the rite to 
vote.


